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I like this new series so far. The authors are amazing and ones that my students recognize. The

students already love 39 Clues and this is similar in style, but it deals with real historical events.

They have action, suspense and adventure and challenge the students to think about history in a

new way. In book 1, for instance, they explore what would have happened if Christopher Columbus

had been thrown overboard before discovering the New World. Love this series!

Curse of the Ancients (Infinity Ring #4)Pena, Matt de laThis series is a step up from Magic tree

house and is almost level with Haddax's Missing series. All are about children using time travel to

solve some of the problems in history. This one specifically looks at the creation and destruction of

the Mayan culture, and their greatest legacy the Mayan Codex. Our three adventures are traveling

through history trying to solve the mysteries to save a future world from Cataclysm, They are brave

souls who are trying to correct the past to save the future. This book is a great middle stage book,



for those entering Middle school years 5-6th grade, the characters are about their ages and the

events are comprehensible to them. The series also focuses on historical times and places and

helps the children understand those cultures, and that history has rewritten the story to fit the

interpretation of the conquers. It may help teach children that history is a biased story and that they

need to look closer to find the real story.

Once again the Infinity Ring series keeps you at the edge of your seat. Folllow the kids on another

exciting adventure. The twist and turns of this adventure will leave you wanting book five

immediately.

This was another fun, entertaining installment in the Infinity Ring series. In this book, Dak Sera and

Riq go to the ancient mayans time. The kindle version includes a black and white copy of the guide.

This Hystorians Guide is about ancient china and the great wall. Overall a good purchase.

As an elementary school librarian, this series is more popular than Diary of a Wimpy Kid. The first

half of the first book is a little slow as it introduces the key characters and the plot, but once it gets

into the actual adventure, saving Christopher Columbus from a mutiny, I can't keep them in the

library. Lots of science references and historical events.

I bought this for my son, he is 10. He read the first six and loved them, I recommended it. It is a

good item. Thank you.

My son is 10 and has ADHD. He's super smart but hated to read. Until he found this series.

Changed everything. Series was made for ADHD kids, especially boys as its action packed and

smart.

I can' t wait to read the next installment and share with my fourth graders. I love how the series

awakens an interest in history and what would change if an event changed in the past.
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